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This invention relates to a new and improved
building element and it has particular relation
to building elements composed of two parallel
exterior walls and an intermediate wall, con

Vertical alignment with the inner corner of the
bottom of the respective exterior Wall.
The building element shown in Figure 2 is sub-.
Stantially identical with the building element
shown in Figure 1, but a vertical side shoulder

provide building elements of the above men
tioned type, Which can be assembled without the
use of mortar to form a Wall or other unit for

in Wertical alignment with the inner corner of

nected by means of longitudinal WebS.
The main object of the present invention is to

2 is provided by each of the connecting webs,

the botton of the respective exterior Wall. In
Figure 2, reference numerals
and 2 denote
parallel, longitudinally extending spaced exterior
Walls, lying with their bottom and top surfaces
it 3, 4 and 5, 6, respectively, in common
planes. B. denotes the intermediate wall ar

building purposes which yields satisfactory pro
tection from adverse atmospheric influences,

Such as rain, Wind and heat.
Another object of the present invention con
SistS in providing building elements of the above
type, which when assembled to a wall or the like
do not permit paSSage of rain or the like from
One side of the Wall to the other along a con

5

note the connecting WebS having top surfaces
and

Other objects and the advantages of the in
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tion which describes, by way of example, some

embodiments of our invention.

In the drawings, Figure 1 is a perspective view

of a building element according to the invention;

25

fied embodiment and Figures 3, 4, 5 and 6 illus
trate the manner of assembling building elements
shown in Figures 1 and 2, respectively, with iden
tical building elements and in combination with
building elements of other design, respectively.
Figure 7 illustrates a modification, in which the
building element contains a heat-insulating layer

also provided with Such layer 26 of low thermal
conductivity. The layer of low thermal conduc
tivity consistS preferably of concrete foam or
peat fibres mixed with a Suitable binder.
The building elements according to our in
vention are adapted to be used in buildings above
ground, as well as in Structures below ground
level and are particularly Suitable for the con

faces of Walls , 2 and are equal and the plane
is

Common with the plane of the top surfaces 5, 6
of exterior walls and 2. A notch or recess 13
is provided in the upper portion of wall .
Longitudinal webS 8, 9 are inclined downwardly
toward exterior Walls

and
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struction of buildings which have to be moved

SS

from time to time. Such buildings can be used,
in Summer and Winter, immediately after con
Struction, as no drying of the walls and the like
is necessary. Our building elements may also
be used for toy building sets which can be made

of each of said

connecting webs 8 and 9, respectively, project
upwardly from an interSection with the top Sur
face of its adjacent exterior wall and said inter

secting surfaces provide a corner abutment in

25 of low thermal conductivity, and the surface

of one of the exterior Walls of this element is

vertically with respect to said exterior walls, , 2.

and 2. The top Surfaces

ments according to our invention may be assem
Figure 5 illustrates a wall comprising a T-shaped
bottom element 22, several Y-shaped intermedi

ing to our invention contains an inner layer
40

The distances between the top and bottom Sur

from intermediate Wall

individual building elements fit together to form
a Wall of plane inner and Outer Surface.
AS shown in Figures 5 and 6, the building ele

ate elementS 23 according to our invention and
a U-shaped top element 24. In this case too, the
building elementS automatically align with the
adjacent elements and the resulting wall has a
plane Surface on both sides. The wall illustrated
in Figure 6 consists of building elements 3 ac
cording to our invention, assembled with S
Shaped building elementS 32.
In the embodiment illustrated in Figure 7, the
intermediate Wall of a building element accord

Or layerS.

Of the botton Surface of intermediate wall

of two identical building elements, according to
Figures 1 and 2, respectively, and need no fur
ther description. As shown by these figures, the

bled also with building elements of other design.

Figure 2 is a Similar View of a Somewhat modi

Referring now to the drawings in detail, in
Figure 1, reference numerals and 2 denote two
parallel longitudinally extending, spaced exterior
Walls lying with their bottom and top surfaces,
3, 4 and 5, 6, respectively, in common planes.
An intermediate wall is parallel to and offset

.

Figures 3 and 4 illustrate each the assembling

tinuous straight joint.

Vention will be apparent from the appended
claims and drawings and the following specifica

ranged in the Same manner as in the embodiment
Of Figure 1. Reference Symbols 8 and O9 de
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4.
with respect to said exterior walls, the bottom

3.
of pressed peat, molded plastics, clay, glass, WOOd,

surface of said intermediate Wall being common

and the like.

with the plane of the top Surfaces of Said exterior
walls, longitudinai webs connecting the lower
portion of Said intermediate wall to the upper
portions of Said exterior walls, Said longitudinal

The building elements of the invention can be
made of any suitable material, such as clay, con
Crete, wood, glass, metal, plastics and others.
Walls and the like assembled from concrete
building elements of our invention, do not require
coating or finishing.

webs being inciined downwardly from the inter
mediate wall toward said exterior Walls, the dis

tances between top and bottom surfaces of all
three of Said Walls being equal, each of Said con
necting WebS projecting upwardly from alld above
its adjacent exterior wall and providing a verti

It will be understood that our invention is not

limited to the details specifically described above
and illustrated in the drawings and may be car
ried out With various modifications without de

cal Side Shoulder in vertical align nent with the
inner corner of the botton of the respective

parting from the Scope of the invention, as de

fined in the appended claims.

5 exterior Wall.

We claim:

1. A building element comprising in combina

tion, two parallel longitudinally extending Spaced
exterior Walls lying With their top and bottom
Surfaces in common planes, respectively, an in
termediate wall parallel to and offset vertically
with respect to said exterior yalis, the bottom
Surface of said intermediate wall being coininon
with the piane of the top Surfaces of Said eSite
rior Walls, longitudirai WebS connecting tika ic wer
portion of said intermediate wall to
upper
portions of Said exteriei Wails, Said 3:33i idinal

HENRICH STEINHAGE.
GERHARD STEINHAGE.
HUBERT JOSEPH WETZELS.
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ity fig::) is i: ,
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tion, two parallel longitudinally extending spaced
exterior walls lying with their top and bottom
surfaces in common pianes, respectively, an
intermediate wall parallel to and offset vertically
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